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. ·, ··.·_,· 
lf stat.istical ·variatioq. is introduced- into at least one of the 
parameters of a linear programming problem, it becomes one of stochastic 
-··-·-···-- ·---- . "--'-~- --=-----,---- -~~-------'---· -~ 
programming. Scheduling production resources to·o~ti~ally satisfy a . 
. random consumer demand is· a probl_em of this type. A stochastic progr-am-
ming model to perform a production smoothing function for the case of 
a normally distributed consumer demand with known mean and variance is 
presented in this paper. The formulation results in a programming 
. . 
-·------------ ______________ .: ..... M-~-~--~ --- -- - - . . . 
,. · · · problem to minimize a convex7.separable objective function subject to a 
·-
,;,, 
. -.----· ·'---- -·- '--· 
) .-
: ./ • 
'!'. 
. -------·-·--·------·--·- . ·--~-
set of linear constraints. The convex objective is approximated over 
the range of interest by a piecewise-linear funct,ion· for solution by 
the simp_lex algorithm. 
r!)' 
·. · .. 
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- I - INTRODUCTION . 
- -,. 
Purpose and Scope 
,t-· 
\ 
A class of . problems which frequently arises in industrial or eco-
-i 
. -- ---------------------.---: ··--~----·-----·-··----- --- _ .... - -
• 
-
nomic .situations is that of maximizing or minimizing .a function of any 
number of variables subject to a set of restrictions. Often problems 
·of this type involve a large number of variables and complex inter:. 
relationships among _the variables. Al though such problems can conceptu-
all-y be solved by classical methods such as the use of Lagrangian 
multipliers, computation is very often impractical or impossible. 
Since 1947 numerous iterative methods have been developed to solve 
certain subclasses of optimization problems which deal with many 
variables and a large number of restraining conditions. These are the 
techniques of- mathematical programming. Such problems arise when there 
are _. __ a _number. of _activities to .. be_ per_forme.d .. and ·there .. ar.e:.a1.tex.nat--i.ve--------
ways of doing them, and resources or facilities are not available for 
performing each activity in the most effective way [7.]. 
The most· pow,erful and most fully developed methods of mathematical 
' 
programming are those which· deal with the op·t imiza tion of a 1 inear 
· function subject to linear restrictions. The linear programming problem 
' 
0 can be classified according to the characteristics of the parameters of 
, the objective function and .of the constraints . If the parameters are 
________ ·-------------~------·known and fixed the problem is one of deterministic lineaP'·"')programming. 
If the coefficients are allowed to var·y the problem becomes one of 
- - - ·--- -- - ------
--·--· Jj -- ___ :==--~::-.:::.~ ..  ~~---- -- _-:-parametric programmin~f. - A. third type, stocha'stic programming, refers 
~ " . . " ··I' .... 
2 • 
' ,'1'~ ,. 
. ,. 
_..,;_. ' IJ. .. 
·. ' 
' 
m--,i .. ,.,~ 
·-
:{ 
.. ' '' .. :;.l-·"~,~·-. 
I 
to that class of problems in which statistical variation in any or all 
of the problem parameters is considered. ; t, 
) 
There are two broad classifications of stochastic progr~mming 
pr,oblems: (1) Those in which the parameters have known prob~bility 
distribution functions,· and (2) those in which the di.stribution 
,,pt 
functions are not known. 
.. 
The first"" is -said to involve risk whil-e the 
latter inv~lves·- uncertainty [1]. Most of the modern literature in the 
area of stochastic programming is concerned with those problems in which 
the form and the parameters of the distributions are known and -constant 
in time. The problem to. be presented here is also one which, according 
to the definitions above, is concerned with a situation involving risk. 
The purpose of this paper is to formulate a model which will per-








.----·-----------------------·-: __ ,=-.: ___ .~---·--'-·----·---------s-hep-whe-11-dem-and- -is- no-t known deterministically. -· The p·roblem is one o·f -=)--
.' .. ,. 
determining an optimal policy .in which production decisions must be 
made for a finite number of time periods in.the future before the actual 
demand b~comes known. In this application of stochastic linear program-
( 
ming the random variable, consumer demand for a product, appears both 
'l :-" 
~ the objective equation and in the constraints of the problem. The 
\ 
s,tudy will treat consumer demand a.s a normally distributed random 
\ 
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Since stochastic programming is a logical extension of the linear 
. -
' . 
p.rogramming p·roblem, the subject is perhaps best introduced_ ~y a dis-
cussion of the linear ,problem in which -statistical variation is not 
·so 
"' 
consi-dered. The maximization. problem may .be stated as follows: 
Maximize 
n 




Subject to the constraints: 
k-
i '.: 
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L a .. x. s; b. i = 1, ... ,m 
lJ J' l. 
·--------- - ·_ - - . f -
j=l ,•, 
l 
' 1, . 
' '. 
~. o·· X· 
.J j = 1, .. i-;n 
In a problem of this form the cj may be contributions to profit 











the operations, the bi capacity limitations and the xj the unknown ! . 
- --~ ------ - --~---- - ·- \! 
quantities of the various products to manufacture. The solution to the 
problem is a set of positive values of x. which maximizes F while satis-J 
Jying the inequalities. 
The solution can be obtained using the simplex technique. This 
-· 
· algorithm requires that the constraints (hyperplanes in n dimensions) 
I 
I intersect in a 1convex set. The _p_o_lyh_edron formed by the intersectipg 
\ 
__________ hyperplanes ___ ~ontain~ the set of _all. f~~sible ___ sQ_:l.u_-t~()ns_! __ i·.e., solutions 
; 
- ---- ---------------·~.~~-
which simultaneously sa1tisfy the restraining inequalities. Since the 
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----~ ___ _0Jl1 im.c:!_l ____ s_olut_io_11 occurs at a vertex of the solution space, the optimum _ 
-- . 
4. , ___ -... __ _ 
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A proof f0r t.his is 
available in __ any textbook on linear _programming; e.g., see Ga·ss_ [14]. · 










The algoriUup evaluates adjacent e·xtreme points with non=::creasi~ .... . 11 
- -· _. -- ·- ·- .r<,. = -- -- .___ ---:---.-·-:- --~. - . ...---:---- - __ _.....__ __ ~ -- _. - - • 
(for -·maximization problems)' values of the objective function. 
. , [;-';'. 
~-· 
When a 
value for the · function is obt_ained which. is 1-ess than the .value of the~ 
previous iteration the algorithm is terminated. The requirement that 
fhe constraint set be convex assures that a global rather than,· a loca·1 
. .., 
minimum or 1maximum has been obtained. 
For notational convenience is the discussion which follows the 
linear programming problem can be expressed in ·matrix form. 
Maximize· T . F = C X-
Subject to: AX~ b 
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------·---·-·--·-----7:-· .. -. ~ ___ ·_:_ ____ . -- - - ----- ----- ------------------ ------- ----- -
! 
."::!.. 
.:I_ ... .;... 
- - --------- --------··---·--··--.--------·-- . ,-- - .. . 
-
. "' ,;fl 
A is an m x n matrix - technology matrix 
b • 1 vector requirements vector 1S an m X ---~r.;.,__ 
X is an n X 1 vector - activity vector 
t ) 
The linear program becomes stochastic'if randomness is introduced 
,; 
into the A matrix or the ·b and c vectors. A question that arise1S in 
extending linear progranuning to include randomness is how to handle the 
,~:.. .. 
< C 
lt ___ is ___ to answering .this-question that the----------~-.-------·-------~ ., 
~o . 
-
literature in the area of stochastic .Programming is directed. 
I 
,· 
One of- the most obvious .methods which can be used to obtain· a 
. , 
.l· solution to ,the stochastic problem is to simply 1eplace the random 
5 • 
0 
........ "' ' .. ,. 
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),, '''''. .:. l·: -----------
. , . - ~ -
-
elements by their expected· values. ·This. technique is--computationally 
........ , 
• 1 
·•' ··-· .... 
- .. 
advantageous in that the linear format is retained and the problem is 
not· _enlarged. The disadvantages_are that infeasibility results fifty- . 
--- ----per cent of the time, and the resultant solution is not necessarily t-he 
·most optimal. The expected va1·ue solution will, however, provide-· a 
good starting solution on which to base further improvement ........ · 
•/ 
.. ; . 
, 
Another method of res<?Jving·1 the problem of _randomness is the 
technique which Madansky [18] calls the ~~'fat" formulation. This method 
restricts the choice of values of the activity vector X such that·X is 
a feasible solution regardless of what values of A and bare subse-
c"' 
quently observed. That is, the values of X must be taken fran the set 
of solutions which are "permanently feasible''. A choice of the activity 
vector is then made from the set of permanently feasible solutions which 
will optimize the objective function. One difficulty in this formulation 
1 
' 
. . . . . . . . ' . . . . ........ ' '. 
-- --· -·--·-- ---·-·-·---------- --·- - ·-·----· t_~ 
is that the permanently feasible set may be·empty; i.e., there is no 
.-
solution which is feasibl~ for all A and b. This is likely when the 
' 
distribution of A or b --1.s defined ov8ir the entire real line. Of course, 
,,,f 
the chief objection to the "fat" solution is that it is extreme,,ly 
pessimisti.c. The solution, while O}?timal for values of X in .-the perma-
''""'" 
nently feasible set, may certainly not be optimal for the -most probable 
values of A and b. 
i 
I 
-- --- . --- ·-----·--·------··--·-~--,..-- ·---------
In most practical situations, infeasibility does not imply 
,1! 
-~omplete system failure. · For ·example, in a product-ion -system a-.re-
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" ' I -
. r--- ..... 
If it were found. that after-the actual demand materialized short1,ges 
were incurred the solution provided by the model would be interpreted 
- ' 
as being infeasible. However, the additional product· required to meet 
. . 
I,, demand could either be backordered or purchased from another manu-
. - ........ --
facturer. A premium cost is usually paid, but the _uinfeasible" solution 
< • .., • • 
does not imply system failure. Of course there are other situations 
<;, 
where infeasibility cannot be tolerated in which case the '' - '' ' fat formu-





A more realistic approach ~hich partially overcomes the objections~ 
" " . to the pessimistic solution is the so called slack formulation. This 
~technique results in a. two-stag~ problem [18]. , The rationale of the 
two-stage case is as follows: A choice of the activity vector Xis 
made, and the values of random matrix A and random vector bare later 
observed. If, in light of the observed A and b, Xis infeasible an 
adjustm~nt is made in the second stage to compensate for any discrepan-
cies between AX and b, but at a penalty cost. The production system 
example cited above is of this type. 
An algorithm for solving the two-stage in which only the b vector 
is random can be- found in. reference [9] • The problem is one of mi;ni-
.. 
mizing a convex function of expected costs subject to a set of 1 inear 
" -
constraints. Dap.tzig and Ferguson [10] have applied this technique to 
C 
--·- ·-. -- -
the· problem of scheduling aircraft to meet an uncertain demand. 
~Ji---___ ... ~·_··_··. _ .• _._· __ ._--~-,..·-~-------~~---_____ An_<f~_hel' appr()a(!ll__t_o ~t_oclJ.a st ic prog ranuning, that of Charne s _and 
Cooper [4,5,6], is ·to spec:ify a probability with which the problem, 
. : ·-.. ~_ .. 7 • 
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constraints are to be ---achieved. This formulation is called tf chanee- · _._ 
. " . I d , h "f t" f 1 t. 1· f. th constrained prograffl!Ding~ t re uces tote a - ormu a ~9n e 
~) '. 
I 
::-··:·~~--.~_:c:~--~---·:··- • ·probability specified for achieving the pr·oblem constraints is one. 
_, 
--- . _____ ,.....___,..~~~~--· 
:,.,,~,...-.:~ ... .-.. . _.. , ....... , .... ·. ----
-The chance-constrained problem is of the form: .... 
· --Max-im-i-ze-:--"----f{-c-;x) -- · 
7 
··-· -----.. --···------=-:___ - ---~-·--·- - ----·----'----- -··-
Subject to: PR [AX~ b] ~~Cl' 
Where· Q' is an m X· 1 vector, sometimes called a confidence vector [ 2] , 
the elements of which are 
measures of the e!te-nt to 
prescribed constants that are probability 
which constraint violations are allowed. 
. 
sider an element of a,ai, associated with the constraint 
'l· 
n 
-~ PR [ ~ 
j=l 




~· constraint may be violated but at most ~i 1 - ai proportion of the time. 
·•· 
I 
Chance-constrained prograDUQing twas first applied to a case of 
t.'.? 
scheduling the production of heating oil in which th~ d~nsfty·function 
of consumer demand for the product was known. The problem is o.ne of" 
scheduling refinery rates in a manner so as to maintain specified 
minimum and maximum inv'entory levels and to meet the sales demand at 
costs [ 6]. A second application is that of d~terrnin-ing a charter 
.~,, 
--~ _c~~--J)(;)).icy for an oil company w~~~cb may _supplement its .available t·anker 
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basis. The objective 
;-~- '.;--· 






is to minimize expected.charting costs for a 
fixed planning interval, and to satisfy the demand for tankers ·at a 
·-------~---------leve l of 'probability consis·tent with caqpany policies [4]. 
,; 
·' 
~-------· - ---------- --- - ---~- --- . ---- ------~- -- ----- - -------~------ ' 
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-· . - --- ------ - - ------------
--- ------· 
---------------
· 11--=---A---P RODUC!' I ON ·.sMOOrHING MODEL 
II-A:.· . Statement of the Problem 
· The purpose of a production smoothing model is to determine "an 
'• ~ optimal balance of production resources -·io satisfy customer demand for 
------ ----------·-- --------------- -
-·---------- .. _ ------'--~~,.,.=j ·------------·--· ,---. ----- ,---------- - ~ --- ----
--------------- -
a product. Models-_presented in the literature are numerous [13,17,20], 
------·--·------·----~--- -·------.---··--······· 
I: 
~. . "' 
- ,' 
,-.-
. . ·!' 
.and have been applied to many and varied industrial problems. Since 
everiy business has characteristics which are unique, the models em--,. 
ployed differ_ somewhat. Company policies and physical limitations such 
as available capacity appear as constraining conditions of the problem •. -
. 
' ,., 
The models used for production smooth1:ng also vary as to degree if\ 
of refinement. As the model becomes more sophisticated the size of the 
resultant problem increases rapidl.Y. In most cases a compromise must 
be made between the number of variables in the problem· and cost of 
l 
computation. It must also be remembered that since many of the cost 
· parameters of the problem must be estimated, no benefit will be gained 
by imposing conditions on the model whi.ch may be overshadowed by the 
errors of the cost estimates. 
S. E. Elmaghraby [13] has presented a production smoothing model 
/ 
·-, to be used to schedule production ove·r a finite pl~nning hori.zon in a 
·"-•,,.. 
shop p-roducting small electron'ic components. The planning horizon is 
., ' 
·, 
the total number of periods ·over which the ~oduction schedule is to be 
effective. Due to th_~ nature of _the product, manufacturin in --------~---------- (_1 
" shop is o·n a batch basis and production is to inventory· with consumer 



















The model is -formulated as a linear programming problem with· 
• 
. , 
cost-s incurred for carrying inventory, regular time production, overtime 
·product ion, idle time, and a change in the level of the workforce . The 
. /. ,· 
.,, 
l 
objective is to obtain a production schedule for N periods in the future· 
which will minimize the sum of The above costs while satisfying the 
·-··---------------- ------ -·-- · · problem constraints. These restrictions include available capacity 
-·-- ·· .. -c- -~--:--
.~..:.-..;...... 
·- . : 
I 
limitations, and the addit.ional condition that cumulative production 
plus initial inventory must be greater· than or equal to the cumulative 
customer demand. 
-- -·--=~--===-==--- _------·--:;-··~~ 
Forecasts of dem~nd are made for each of the periods in the plan-
ning horizon and produc-y.on is scheduled to meet the forecasted demand 
·with no stockouts allowed. Since the no stockout condition is based on 
a forecast and forecasts are subject to error, a buffer or safety stock 
must be carried as protection ... against shortages .. 
, T-he purpose of the development which fallows is to modify· the . 
formulation to handle forecasted demand as a stochastic variable. More 
specifically to treat the case of demand being a normally d~stributed 
" 
random variable with known- mean_ and variance. The problem then becomes 
one which can be included in the broad class of problems known as 
stoc'hastic _programming [1].. Under .the case of normally distributed 
·-
demand the no stockout condition must be relaxed to meeting demand at 
a-specified (usually high) level of probability. The objective function 
must also ·be altered so as to be an expre:ssion __ for expected costs. As 
, ·- ·"'·········--··--------------------'--"--------'--'-- -- -------w-11:-1-···--be··-~seen----t-t·--±·s-··--t-he L-1-a-t-te-r---mod-i-f--iea-t-ien- that .... int r-od=uce-s--non-
,.1. -- . ' . 
. . 
1 .~ 
















II-B. Mathematical Development · 
Define the following costs: 
-~-·~· 
·-·---~.:s··--.··· 
c· - cost of regulaF time--production in.dollars per ·hour. ·-
- r 
C cost ·of overtime production • dollars per hour. - l.ll 
-0 
Cs - cost of shortage . dollars per · nour per period. - l.ll 
- - - . ·-. --·---··· -· . .. r . .• • .·,. ,··' ,--· ' 
C1 cost of inventory 
. 
-
in dollars per hour per period. 
~ =·cost of increase of workforce • d·ollars per man. an l.ll 
c.f - cost of a decrease of workforce in dollars per man. 
Ce - cost of idle time in dollars per hour. 
Also define the following production variables: 
Xn numbe~ .of hours of regular time production in period n 
Y0 - number of hours of overtime production in period n 
Wn - the size of the workforce in p~riod n . 
in - number of regular time working hours available in .1 
period n 
~ - number of overtime .working hours available in period n 
---- ·----------·---·-·-. ----· 
n 1,2, ... ,:ti .. 
N = the number of periods (months) in the planning hori~on · 
p 
The restrictions placed upon the planned program.are as follows: 
1 . ···. Regular time production in the nth period cannot exceed the · 
\ 
tbtal available capacity. Since KW is the number of hours n n 
available for regular time production during month n, 
' - -----·-·------
- ______ J ·---·---- --~------·-------··---------------- --
Y ~KW 
·il n n 
·-~---------------~·--· . ---· --··-·-··-- ., ___ _ 
i 
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~ k' w 
n n 
Demand ·must be met in period Il-- at a specifi.ed level of 
probability, an. If In represents the number of hours.in 
stated as: ... 
.(3) PR [I ~ o] ~ a 
n n n = 1l ,, 2 , . . . , N 
t ",l 
The inventory at the end of period n is the inventory at the end 
,.;-~ 
of the previous period, plus the production Pn lduring n, less the amount 





I - I + p - d 
n n-1 n n 
X + y 
n n 
d - demand in period n ~n production hours n 
Expressing In as a function of the Pn and dn 
n n (4) I I + E p. L d 0 c,' . -~\~T--" ;,. - !-.~i;,. . n 0 i=l 1 i=l .... 1 " ,~.' ... " ....... ' 
Substituting (4) into the double inequality (3), 
n n 
~ p. - ~ d. ~ o] ~ a 
i=l 1 i=l i n 
PR r1 + L Q 
(5) 
n .;:= 1,2, .. . ,N' 
-~ 
. ' '------·-··-· ----.,,.-------~O--S-impl-i-fy----ae-t-a-t-i-o-n----l-e-t--:-----------'---~·-·· 
··-------------·-··- ------------------ .. ' .. · ----. . . . .. . . . --·--
-----~ -- ----- ~ ------·-
,,;. .•. , , ...... 
I, 
·-·--··--·········-------"- --·- '-=--··-···---------""'-- .--,:-.- .. ·--- -- - ----
n 
---------- ---.... - - -~---:::::------ . ·----- ----------
P n == 
1 
o + i ~l ~ i __ . - _ --··- .. ,L _ • ~ 
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-Rewriting (5) ,··· PR [P 
. n 
~o.·]~a 12 N n = , , ••• , ,, 
n n 
Assume that the. marginal densi:ty function_ fn (Dn) is c_antinuou~, · 
.,;\ 
and define Dn such that: 
~-----·----··---- ·-------···--··------------------ --f- _ft 
r!J., n 
------- -- -------~--------' . --, ,- ·--···--------- ---------- ' 
fn \D d D = an n - n 
_a:, 
Thus PR [P - ~ D ] ~ Q' 
n n _ n 
n = 1 /2'-, •.•.. ,'N 
Summarizing the constraining inequalities: 




(6) y ::; ~ wn n =· i,2, .. . ,N n 
.I 
" p 2 D 
n -n 
f 
In order to reflect the' cost o! cllang_in_g the level of -the work-
/ 
force form the follo~ing equation: 
't\j,. ~·· 
~ 
- u -v n_ n 
Where U, is the number of employees added and V represents the decrease· n n 
in workf.or.ce in period n. 
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ables U arid V: ., n · --- n 
14. 



















[w n V. -)] 
·-~~ 
_Kn + L (tr. -0 i=l 1 1 ... t., 
.r 
• .. n ·- - - -· .. _ --·--· -- --·- .. 
S-~ [w V.)] (7) yn + ~ r: (.U. -0 1=1 ·1 ]. n = 1,2,,. .. ,N 
- --- -
A p ~ D 
-_, ·n . n 
where W0 ,is -the initial workforce. 
• 
--- --- The constraint- set ·having: b-een'-~formulated we-now proc~ed to 
... 
, .. '' 
develop an expression for the cost ··of the product ion program in terms 
of the variables of the constraints. 
Let I = number of· hours of production in inventory n 
Sn - number of hours of production shortage 
Denoting the cost o'f the production program as ~n' the cost for the 
nth month can be expressed as follows: 
--The inventciry In and the · shortage Sn are a function of the 
random variable Dn which is not known in advance of the program_ 
planning. In this case we may choose to optimize the expected value. 
of C. 
n 
E is the expected value operator. 
.,, 
Since Xn, Yn, Un' and Vn are not functions of Dn and since the 
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. " .,. .. 
~ ' . 
.. -- ----- - '---~-~--- -- - -
.. ' 
Since f n (D ) is continuous the last two- terms can _be expressed 
. n . 






- - . ------,-- --------------------- --- --· ·--- - - ·····-···----·-- -·--····---··--,-- -···-··--···· .. -·-- .. 
CX) 




Recall that the :Rrogramming ·planning is to take place over N 
periods. Thus, the objective is to minimize: 1 
. "' 
N ~ N N N N 
(9) ~ E(Cn) ='C ~ xn + c I: Yn + en E u + cf ~ v 





[c1 J n (P -D) f . 00 , n n 
-. \ 
subject to the constraint set (7). -~--
While the constraint set for the stochastic model remains linear,_ 
the objectfve function does not. Hence, the simplex algorithm for 
"linear programming cannot be applied. However, the. objective function 
will be shown to be convex and, can be handled by the methods· of convex 
programming . 
' ' 
.. ''":;-it' .. 
. ~·· 
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11-C. The Normalized Objective Function •--<. 
In the preceding section it was shown that ·the. objective function-














- h(P ) + k(P.) 
n n 
.. re!·.,. 
... •.... ,• ." .. -------.-----,--- ... ~. 
-~<1 ',<1 i,J 
.~ .. 
1 ,Jln (Pn-Dn) co - µ0"2 
--
n dD I 2 a ' h - a e n n 
(11) 






b dt ..:..· dD 
cl. 
1 __ :h = /2n 
I 
:h 









D cr t + =µ, 
-
- -n n n 
•ii 
---. 4 
1 1 2 cia·n 
--t-·-····-· 
2 







































·.:-:-·~--_ .. · 
'. -- ·-·-·• -· 
~ •.! • 
~ 
·-· 
. ,Cl_: - ·- • -· - --· ·- -- -
- -- - - ... 
In a·n entirely ~-!~}.lar manner fhe expression fork (Pn_,Dn) _ _J.··~s~.----"-----------l 
derived to be: 
(13) 
[ _21 k = -c cr z S n n 




- CI an Zn [- + 2 
g = cr Z 
n n 
j • 
~(Zn>]+' Cs/an cp (Zn) 
~ 
(Z ) ] ip + Clcr n Cf' (Z ) Il· n 








In order to provide a function which is independent of the 
.. // . 















..... - ·- _--;; 
r· 
inventory define: 
Cs .... , 
r = Ci and divide both sides of (13) by crnCI 
~I (14) g = Zn [<21 + ~(Z)). - r(1 - ~(Z))] + cp(Z) [·1 + r] 
cr~ 1 2 
- v{Z,r) 
o·--· < 
" The function v(Z ,r); which is an expression for the non-linear 
. ""-'· 
-
terms in the cost fu~ct ion, is shown plotted in Fig:a:ire 1. The function 
.. :....- ' 
ls p otted ~s a~fan1Ily oF curves for constant values· <5f r, the ratio of 
shortage costs to inventory carrying costs~· A table of value~f-for the 
18 . 
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function is g~ven in Appendix 'I. 
-.-
We now develop some ·important properties of the function· 
v(Z,r). 
-~· 
_ lqqattQn. .. (10) .. is .. of_ the .form: 
-----~--
. 
··- p CX)_~_ 
g (P) = c1 J _co (P-D) f ~Dl dD f CS J p (D-P) f (D) dD 
According to Leibnetz 's Rule - Given a-Function: 
·:. ' K(x)--
g (x) = r f (x ' y) dy 
j h(x) 
- ~---·-· ----- - - - -
- - - - ·--- --·-··------------------
·,~~- dg_L ) ~-c-----~~--~--,-- -- -- -,x- -----------
g (x) = 'dx is given by: 
---------_. ----
. . .-.:.. 
·.~ r· ~ 
. ·.-. 
ti 
o(x,y) dK(x) I t.(x) ~h(x) g (x) 




- .l • 
Thus: 
la, f CX) ~ I • . g (P) - C (d) dD - C JP f (D) dD - I s 
"" 0 .. 
Using (11) and (12): 
-
- . :;...t'.-. 
~J .· 
I (15)- g (P) 
1 1 · ,: · 
= CI [i + l(Z)] - Cs [i - t(z)] 
(16) g' '(P) = CI f (P) + Cs f (P) ---·,.~···· ----~··-· : -




e 2 ~-a,,/ is positive for all P anti Cg and CI 
' L 
' t 
t r,· .. 





f r ! 
I . 




r r . 
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' . ' . f: .. 
. - - --"--'---
' 
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. . .- :~ 
--·----------- ·------
... -·--· ·-- -- - -- · ____ ·:. -- . . . ____ ..___. 
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····· Ji- minimum where g 1 (P).;.. o" .. From . (15) ex_ [j + t(z)] - C ··· [! - t{Z)] = 0. · 
---, . . . ·S 2 
-




- r+l and 'l _=_ ,-1. ~~i). 
· Definit'ion of a Convex Function: A function h(x) is said to be convex 
- ----------· 
., 
It follows from this defini.tion and equat_ion (16) that g(P) is· 
. . ' 
convex ~for all P. This·:-~is an important result which will be used in 
later development. 
Thus the production smoothing problem with normally distributed 
'·- i-1-
; ! 
-~~de_m_and$_in ea~ll ___ ~_rj.od _of~tjle_planning_horiz<>n }?~comes _one to_:~-~----------'-----~ 
N N N N N N 
Minimize: Cr ~ Xn + c0 ~ Y0 + Ch ~ U0 + Cf ~ V + L V + E g (P ) n=l n=l . n=l n=l n n~l n n=l n n 
(."f>;. 
Subject to the constraints: 
:....-
n 
xn ~ K [WO+ ~ (U.-V.)] 






1 [W0 + ~ (U.-V.)] i=l 1 l 






The f.unction g 0 (P n> has been shown to be convex and since the 
. ,; ,. t 
sum of convex functions i~ also convex the total objective function is 
-\'!: 
---···--··-·--··-··· -----···----------·------------------------ -- -----------
· -convex-. · ... 
··----··_· 
-.. -.. ,-
-:!'; . 21. 
'·-4-• 
I.. 























. i · .. 
. -r 
------------- --- · - 1-1~.D; --A\1--Equivalent Linear Program - -- ~---- ---1 t. -
' 
· A method commonly used to solve this type of" problem is to· fit .. f 
.~./. 't 




----- -- -~-~ . 
solve the resultant linear ·problem. The curves of F~gure 1 can be 
f .·. 





----· - re·-· a.pproximated to any-oosireaaccuracy .by· a broken line fit. Obviously ! 




. t ·. 
l. as the accuracy required- is increased the nwnber of segments--req-ui-red------~1-1 
l 
''"Y' 
· increases with a corresponding increase in the size of the problem. A 
canpromise between accuracy and computational feasibility must be made. 
~,,·.,~, ... --· ·, .... ' .· .. -
,.:--~ .. '.fl, 
.. ,.,. • There are two distinct advantages derived from maintaining a 
linear problem format: (1) Developments made in conjunction with 
linear programming, such as the notion of duality and sensitivity and 
shadow price analysis which provide, information to evaluate alternative 
policies without solving the problem for each alternative, can be 
applied. (2) "~, The availability of computer programs to solve the 
. ... , .. 
linear problem is a second adv~ntage. Most computers have a program 
,.-,,, 
·for the simplex algorithm available as part of their program library, 
~ 
I 
whereas ,some of the more general non-linear programming algorithms are 
only available for the very large data-processing sy_stems. 
Several characteristics of th_e function (Figure 1) are useful 
.p 
in minimizing the number of.segments required for a suitable fit. Note 
I 
that v{Z). approaches ·the line v(Z) Z asomptotically. Thus, for 
·---· : 
' .. 
realistic values r, the port ion of the curve beyond Z = 2 .5 need not .be 
1 eonsidered .. Also implicit in the development is that-we are not con-. 
cerned with negative values for· Z-. This would imply a probability of 




1 • -· 









-i.ess than one-half of .satisfying demand which in most. inaustrial 
situations is an impractical policy. 
Since the general shape of the curves is uneffecte·d by· the · 
\ . 
, values of· the parameters of the distribution, the same broken line 
. t1 




of the periods of the planning horizon thus greatly reducing the canpu-
. tational effort required in applying- the _model. 
In Fiiure 2 below the slopes~. of the straight line segments are 







I ' L• 
~--·····--------- -- ------- -- - I - --~ -- · r--- ---~-~-- · 
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z = -1: trl .. 
-. 1 1. 1= 
·From Equation (14) g(Z) = crc 1v(Z) 
.. 
~-· ----An.er from (11) Z = P,~µ 
cr -' . 
------.-----., 
Therefore 6Z . 










~P. = 1 
cr 
···--~-------··---·-~·-·-·-----------·-- ---··--------~-··"'~----·--- -
• .ol; l 
p. "1 ].-
\. 




( 1 7) r,v g = crC Iv O + CI Z:: m. ~p 
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Thus--tne non-linear- tEfnrfs- of tlie cost ·equations have been re-
·duced to a summation of linear -terms plus a constant. The constralnts 
---and the oii·jective function are now linear, but the new variables f1p . 
. in 
must appear in the constraints before "the simplex al~ithm can be 
.. ~ 
J 




·.r I f 
t ~.· i l.: .. ! 
-~-1 
I 
- ----------~---------. - . .., 
'' ,, progress " from Z (see Figure 2) along v(Z) seeking a minimum for the· n . 
total cost function.· From Figure 2 it is clear that: 
Pn-µ, 







= D . + . L ·tiP1. n n 1=1 
--~ 
The entire problem can now be expressed in canonical form for 
solution by the simplex algorithm. 
Minimize: 
N, N N N N 














+ L I: m.tJ>. iC 
n=l i=l i in 
Subject to: 
n 




Y LU. + _, s· ··. K 1 L V . + - -)l WO 
n -----i -11 i=l __ i .. - . :. :zn -
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---- - i = 1 ,· .. ·., K ·~ 
Where: Sin is the unused regular time ~apacity (idle time) in period n. 
s2n is the unused ove
rtime capacity in period n. 
-· 








Ce is the cost of .idle time in dollars per hour . 
.. 
We have shown previously that the objective function is convex. 
From the con_vexity of the function it follows that: 
m ~ m s; 1 2 .... ~ ~ 
The slopes (m.) of the line ·segments appear as cost coefficients of 
1 
the. variables tipi in the objective. functions' Since fipi-l is costed 
lower than 6P i, _ (i.e., mi--l S: mi) any optimizing procedures will 
exhaust all the variables filli-l before in.troducing 6Pi into the 
solution. Since the cost coefficients assure that the cost curves ~ 
will be properly generated, we need only constrain the upper bounds of
 
















The model as formulated consists of N(4 + K) equations and 
. 
N(4 + K)-- original non-basic variables. The factor K is the number of 
straight line segments required to approximate the cost function. 
Dantzig [11] refers to a system of the type given in ··(18) as a· 
capacitated • since the variables /.lP.,~- are bounded i .e . , in 
Since the. simplex algorithm restricts the .values the 
26. 
:' ____ ._,_,.; 
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,·-~ 
I t:- . 
... . ----· 
variables may assume to positive values, we need not be concerned ·wi--th 
the lower bound. Howeve-r, in order t_o ·fix the upper bound one in-
equation for each variable must be included in the. constraint set-.· 
Dantzig [11] presents ·a m~thod· by which the capaci tated system may_. be 




~ . .. 
!. 
' -
I ''- - • +· . 
\ 
' r 
' : t; 
., 
uncapa·c-itated s-ys-t-em, wit-h · very s-imple modifica·ti·on-s to -insure ·tha·-e-------- - --.----·---·--- -
the values assigned a variable remain in· the range between its upper 
and lower bounds .. This technique w.ill reduce the production smoothing 
problem to a system of· 4N equations. with N(4 + K) variables. 
----------------------- - - - -----
--
,· 
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·-··-1 n order to evaluate the stochastic model a comparison is made 
between this mode·l arid the deterministic model with the random cumu--. 
1-ati ve demand in ;each period of the planning horizon replaced by the 
expected value of the demand. . Clearly the probabtlity of a stockout 
with the expected value model is one-half~ Since the penalty cost of 
· a stockout is nearly --a~ways greater than th·e cost of inventory the 








·t '6 I 
I 
I 
compare the two models, the _e~pected costs of carrying inventory -a-nd----~-~1 
expected penalty costs for shortages must be added to actual pro-~ 
r duction costs which·are specified by the expected value (deterministic) 
solution to obtain the total expected cost of ·the production program. · 
t' 
With the stochastic mod~l the probability with which demand is 
to be satisfied is specified by assigning values to the elements of 
the confidence vector. Here the model seeks a minimum-of the total 
expected-cost function directly. It is easily seen that the expected 
value solution plus a safety stock sufficient to meet demand.at the 
desir~d probability level is a feasible solution to the stochastic 
model. Thus, the expected value method with. an appropriate safety ~ 
stock provides a valid though not necessarily optimal solution to the 
problem, whereas the s-tochastic model always selects th·e optimum from 
r 
F -the set of feasible solutions. Therefore the stochastic model will [: 
-
' always yield a production plan with a\tot,al expected less than or equal ., - ,, --.~- - ····-
~..:"., 
, 
---to that provided-- by :~ol ving the deterministic .model:··-~i-n -which random 
I-------~~----------~--~---:- ---------
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The .,!11agnitude of the cost difference in the alternative· pro-
duction schedules is dependent upon the volatility of the mean demand, 
the- variance of the demand ·de_nsity function, the values assigned to 
the eleme~ts of a, the relative magnitudes __ _c U.L 4-h-l,1 C' 
" 
cost parameters, and-
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• J -~-· 
.IV·~ Recanme~d_ations for Fu:rther St~dy 
- - In their work on the chance-constrained _formulation, Charne-s and 
Cooper introduce a decision rule of the form X = Db into the problem, 
wbere D is an n x m matrix. If a decision rule of this form is em- · 
-
ployed in the production smoothing model, the actual observed consumer 
demand in periods· one through i-1 can be· used when planning production 
for the 1th period. 




 ~__:.;__~,;---~~--"10F\'rr1mm"u~a~,1no:n-n results in a determinis·t1c·'··equivaient", i.e., a problem 
(J 
not involving any random variables which when solved will provide 
optimal decision rules. In particular it has been_ demonstrated that, 
if the decision rule is linear and the distributions of the random 
elements are normal,·· a deterministic equivalent can be obtained [4]. 
The ·solution to the equivalent problem is a set of values for the 
' . 
elements of D, the~ (:lij, whi_ch when applied as weighting factors to 
past demand will yield an optimal deterministic· production policy for 
the current plann1ng period. · 
The development of a production smoothing model using linear de-
cision rules, and a comparison with the model vi~sented in the paper 
would be of interest. The resultant formulation will likely result in 
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programming is concerned with statistical variation in the b vector. 
30. 
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. ·-··-······-·-·-·········-· .. ~ 
-··---~----~- ----- - ---
L 
The case of random cost coefficients has also been treated and can be , 
shown to reduce to an expected value solution if b and c are uncor-
related [-1-1]-. Consideration of random elements in the A matrix repre-
sents a more difficult task. Tintner [23] presents a solution to a 
· problem of this type, but hi_s method is not computationally feasible 
·:e 












random elements in the A matrix would be a signific~nt contribution to 
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Normalized Table of Values 
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